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The Chaos Spawn adventure takes place in the
world of Krynn, the campaign setting for a long
and continuing series of DRAGONLANCE® tales. It
allows players and Dungeon Masters to roleplay
the climactic events that formed the end of Krynn’s
Fourth Age. Dungeon Masters can run this as a
stand-alone adventure or as the second (and final)
entry in the epic Chaos War adventure series.

This game product ties in to the book line of the
same name. In addition, the DRAGONLANCE novel
Dragons of Summer Flame by Margaret Weis and
Tracy Hickman provides important information on
the world-shaking events spanning the period of
the Chaos War adventures. While none of these
sources are necessary for playing this product,
Dungeon Masters will likely find a great deal of
useful background information in them, including
details that can help flesh out the world and add to
player character (or hero) backgrounds and moti-
vations. For adventurers who seek something more
than mere monster bashing, Krynn offers a rich tap-
estry of stories, challenges, dangers, and triumphs.

The materials necessary to run this adventure
include either the Player’s Handbook and DUNGEON

MASTER® Guide or the DRAGONLANCE: FIFTH AGE®

Dramatic Adventure Game or the Fate Deck prod-
uct. The first two books assist the AD&D® game
Dungeon Master, while the latter two products
assist the SAGA® game Narrator. 

Designed for about six characters of levels
7–10, Chaos Spawn includes a full array of pre-
generated characters. Existing heroes who inhabit
Krynn (and specifically northern Ansalon) during
the Summer of Chaos (383AC) can easily play this
adventure. As a rule, the number of total character
levels (or quest totals, for SAGA players) among the
heroes should be around 50–55.

The heroes can come from all walks of life. The
previous adventure, Seeds of Chaos, included peo-
ple from both sides of a mortal struggle. Some
came from the Dark Knights of Lord Ariakan (8h*),
the invaders who had nearly conquered the conti-
nent of Ansalon in a swift campaign. Others were
drawn from the Knights of Solamnia, who were
brave souls who had stood against the invasion.
Those heroes are included here and have been
updated to reflect the experience point modifica-
tions of the previous adventure where appropriate.

When the forces of Chaos appeared, all racial
and cultural differences got swept aside in the fight
for the very survival of the world. Monsters of night-
marish aspect and creatures that sucked the very
essence of life from their victims emerged from the

darkness in irresistible waves. Dragons of pure fire
and warriors of horrid strength and cruelty struck
across Krynn. Whole mountain ranges crackled into
fire, and no land was spared the onslaught of Chaos.

Players and Dungeon Masters alike are encour-
aged to roleplay heroes who are well-rounded
people, possessing backgrounds, motivations, and
desires that have been influenced by a detailed
past. This can mean creating a brief character his-
tory that includes, perhaps, a few good friends and
allies as well as a mortal enemy. The more details
that the players take the time to create, the richer
their heroes and the developing story lines of the
game become, with events that can do nothing
less than create the future of the world.

And now begin the days that will shape that
future.
*Notations that include a symbol such as this heart
indicate which card this character appears on in
the Fate Deck in the Dragonlance: Fifth Age Game.

About SAGA Game Rules
The Chaos Spawn adventure can be played
with the rules of the ADVANCED DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS® game. However, Narrators (who are
referred to as Dungeon Masters throughout this
adventure) can easily adapt it for play with the
SAGA game rules. The pregenerated heroes
include SAGA game descriptions as well as their
AD&D statistics; likewise, creatures and char-
acters encountered have game attributes for
both the SAGA and AD&D games.

Naturally, the story proceeds the same way
with either set of game rules. In places, brack-
eted notation formatted {like this} or specific
sections provide rules for resolving game situ-
ations with action difficulty ratings and other
procedures for the SAGA game rules. Addition-
ally, SAGA descriptions are preceded by a D
instead of a ◆ symbol.

The SAGA game system presents a unique
alternative to the dice-based roleplaying of the
AD&D game and most other systems. Using the
82 cards of the Fate Deck, players in the SAGA

game exert a greater level of control over events,
since the cards allow player choice(whereas the
capricious dice leave things utterly to chance).

Therefore, the primary difference in this
adventure is that random circumstances resolved
with dice in the AD&D rules are determined
with card draws in the SAGA rules.
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BACKGROUND STORY

The world of Krynn is reeling. First, an invading
army of disciplined Knights, stern soldiers loyal to
the Queen of Darkness, Takhisis, swept through
the world in a nearly irresistible wave of conquest.
Then, a new threat arose, as storms of Chaos broke
upon the world and threatened to reduce all Krynn
into a nightmarish doom.

Virtually every citizen of the world has been
affected by this strife in one manner or another.
Typically, the heroes are among those who have
fought on the front lines of these wars. 

As common topics of news throughout the area
of the adventure, the following developments are
known to all. Here, and throughout the adventure,
the Dungeon Master can read or paraphrase the
passage within the box to the players:

The background to these disturbing phenomena
may or may not be known to the players. Though
the heroes need to learn more throughout the
adventure, the Dungeon Master should be aware
of what’s happening from the start. (See “War
Between the Gods.”)

Dark Queen. But Ariakan’s army captured the
place in a single day of brutal battle, and his
victory was assured when the dragons of gold
and silver who had been aiding the defenders
inexplicably withdrew from the fight. 

The virtually defenseless city of Palanthas
was occupied a few days later, completing Ari-
akan’s conquest of the Solamnian lands. Divi-
sions of his army spread across the world. But
even as campaigns raged in many parts of the
world, the foundations of life were shaken to
their core. The storms of Chaos broke across
Krynn, and people on both sides of the war
suddenly found themselves confronting an
enemy that seemed impossibly strong. Dragons
of pure fire swept through the skies, and deadly
creatures of shadow drained life and memory
from the living, while powerful beasts known
as daemon warriors stalked across Krynn,
killing with gleeful enthusiasm. 

The peoples of the world fought—and in
many cases died—valiantly. But the gods did
not respond to their prayers, and everywhere, it
seemed, the forces of Chaos swept on,
unchecked and apparently unstoppable.

Two months ago, the world of Krynn sweltered
under a summer of unprecedented heat. Crops
withered and died, rivers turned to muddy
trickles, and countless lakes and ponds disap-
peared. A haze lay constantly across the sky,
though it did nothing to diffuse the intense heat
of the blistering, reddish sun. It seemed that
time stood still—as if the world held its breath
in dread anticipation of unknown events.
People huddled in their houses, farmers aban-
doned their parched, blistered fields, and
soothsayers and prophets spoke loudly of
impending doom.

Into this searing environment came the
forces of Lord Ariakan. His Dark Knights
attacked the continent of Ansalon with ruthless
force. In a matter of weeks, the entire northern
part of the continent had fallen. Ariakan’s
spearheads included many Knights borne by
blue dragons, as well as companies of cavalry
and legions of sturdy, blue-skinned fighters
called brutes. They went on to attack the elven
realm of Qualinesti, the great islands laying to
the west, Neraka, and most of Ansalon’s heart-
land. Utterly devoted to the Queen of Dark-
ness, these ruthless warriors are well trained
and include powerful priest and wizard ranks,
huge regiments of draconians, and many blue
dragon mounts.

In a swift attack during which Ariakan’s tac-
tics were proved for all Krynn to see, the
Knights of Takhisis struck the High Clerist’s
Tower, a fortress that had stood fast against
every prospective conquest for more than a
dozen centuries. Defended by the Knights of
Solamnia, the bastion was a proud symbol of
everything standing against the forces of the 
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WAR BETWEEN THE GODS

Released by a foolish and irresponsible act of the
ancient, arrogant, and aloof race known as the
Irda, the god Chaos has been freed from confine-
ment in the Graygem, a magical gem created by
the god Reorx many, many years ago. Infuriated by
the gods who trapped him there, he vowed to
destroy them and all of their creations. Chaos has
unleashed upon Krynn beings strange and terrible,
and these great armies have swept into the world
and struck at mortals.

Because of the struggle, the gods of Krynn are
distracted. They have paid little attention to the
world as they bicker and squabble among them-
selves over how best to deal with the onslaught of
doom. This absence has created difficulties for
those mortals who frequently try to establish con-
tact with their gods—specifically, priests.

TREATY OF ILL OMEN

By the time of the battle for the High Clerist’s
Tower, however, the pantheon of Krynn had reluc-
tantly settled upon a course of action. They
allowed the Knights of Takhisis to prevail over the
world, so that the mortals could stand united
against the horrors of chaos that had yet to be
released. Takhisis, Queen of Darkness, had been
grimly pleased by this development, while
Paladine, Gilean, Reorx, and the other gods of
Goodness and Neutrality, agreed because they
saw the only alternative to be the utter destruction
of Krynn.

However, events have proven so dire that many
of the gods have turned their backs on Krynn
entirely, fleeing to places of cosmic refuge while
they leave their mortal followers to fight for sur-
vival. Now these brave survivors—humans, elves,
ogres, dwarves, minotaurs, and even kender—
wage war in all the world’s corners, fighting to
hold at bay the forces that would bring about the
end of time.

CLERICAL TROUBLES

Any priest heroes who attempt to cast spells dur-
ing the course of this adventure may find that they
have difficulties tapping the power of their
deities. (See “Spellcasting SAGA Style in the Fourth
Age” for some optional spellcasting rules and
“Clerics and Undead” for information about turn-
ing undead.)

AD&D RULES

As the spell is cast, the Dungeon Master (or play-
er) rolls 1d6. On a 5 or 6 the spell is cast normal-
ly, but on a result of 1–4, the priest acts that many
levels lower than his or her actual level for pur-
poses of this spell (only). For example, on a roll of
4, a 7th-level priest casts the spell as a 3rd-level
priest.

In some cases—if the die roll of 1–4 is greater
than or equal to the priest’s actual level—a spell
can’t be cast at all. In this event, the spell does not
vanish from the hero’s repertoire, though the hero
cannot attempt it again until 10 rounds have
passed.

SAGA RULES

Instead of a die roll, the Narrator should draw a
card. A result of 1–3 (white aura) means no effect,
while a 4–9 represents the number added to the
difficulty (and spell point cost) of casting the spell.

RELATED READING

Numerous products published by TSR detail the
history and setting of Krynn. While none of them
are necessary for playing this adventure, they pro-
vide useful information about the world, Krynn’s
gods, and the people who reside there.

Some of the most relevant publications in terms
of this adventure include the following: The
DRAGONLANCE Chronicles and Legends novel series,
by Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman, set the
stage for all the tales of Krynn. More recently, their
novel Dragons of Summer Flame establishes a
background for the specific period of this story.

The novel Tears of the Night Sky, by Linda P.
Baker and Nancy Varian Berberick, also involves
the current time period and setting of Palanthas.
Also, the game accessory Palanthas by Steven
“Stan!” Brown provides information about this city
in the past and present.

Players who choose to run Dark Knight heroes
and who wish to know more about the creation of
the Knights and the strictures of their order are
encouraged to read The Second Generation, a
DRAGONLANCE anthology by Weis and Hickman. The
book includes an appendix on the Knights of
Takhisis that details their history and many game
relevant details about their organization and
beliefs. In addition, Heroes of Steel, a supplement
for the FIFTH AGE setting, provides information
about the Dark Knights for the SAGA system.

The boxed campaign setting Tales of the Lance
provides a comprehensive look at all aspects of
the world at this time in history, and the
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DRAGONLANCE: FIFTH AGE Dramatic Adventure Game
takes this information into the Fifth Age of Krynn.

PREPARING FOR
THE ADVENTURE

The Dungeon Master can structure the begin-
ning of the adventure so that it fits whatever
backgrounds the heroes bring to the table. Since
Krynn is a world of rich stories and a long, col-
orful history, players are encouraged to think
about their heroes in terms of their backgrounds.
After all, where they come from will determine a
lot about their relationships with heroes and
characters from other societies from across
Ansalon.

PRE-WAR FACTIONS

Players can choose heroes who number them-
selves among the new conquerors of Krynn (the
Dark Knights) or those who fought against the
invasion, including the defenders of Solamnia and
the other nations of Ansalon. Heroes who are
dwarves, elves, half-elves, or kender are probably
among the latter group, unless an unusual back-
ground is created to explain why the hero was
allied with the enemies of his or her people.

Although these two factions have by now been
forced into alliance because of the onslaught of
Chaos, memories of past battles are always present
to stir up the emotional pot. These differences are
not discouraged. Indeed, they can add a lot to the
developing story lines of the game.

The pregenerated heroes contain examples
drawn from all of these possibilities.

Knights of Takhisis
The attacking forces have been thrown into disor-
der by the Chaos War, though just two weeks ago
they were flushed with the thrill of dramatic con-
quest. Their leader, Lord Ariakan, has been killed,
and the cohesion of their command structure has
been badly disrupted. Thus, most units of Dark
Knights have been forced to function without
orders. While the Knights tend to be jealous of
their recently won conquests, they have also
learned that they need the help of their new sub-
jects if they stand any chance at all of repelling the
invasion of Chaos.

The Dark Knights include many warriors, who
are known as Knights of the Lily. (The reference is
to Ariakan’s symbol, the Death Lily.) However, the
ranks also include many Knights of the Skull

(priests of Takhisis commonly known as Skull
Knights) and Knights of the Thorn (wizards often
called Gray Knights or Wizards of the Gray Robes). 

When the Dark Knights use dragon mounts,
they ally themselves with serpents of blue.

Solamnic Knights and Allies
Many heroic souls fought bravely against the
Dark Knight invasion. Some were killed, and
some continued to wage war in as-yet-uncon-
quered outposts. Elven rebels in Qualinesti, for
example, rose up to fight back the Knights of
Takhisis, while Silvanesti elves successfully resis-
ted invasion when the Chaos Storm broke.
Ariakan’s forces spared the dwarves of Thorbardin
and the other great underground kingdoms,
though civil war tore them apart instead as dark
dwarves turned against the Hylar who had long
governed them.

Still other peoples survived the war but were
forced to submit to the yoke of conquest. The citi-
zens of Palanthas in particular have chafed under
occupation.

The Knights of Solamnia were the predomi-
nant force among Ansalon’s defenders. They suf-
fered most heavily, especially in the disastrous
fight at the High Clerist’s Tower. The survivors
went into hiding, many of them dwelling in
Palanthas in the guise of humble craftsmen,
thieves, or beggars. The Knights of Takhisis have
captured many of the Solamnic families, held
them in pens at the city waterfront, and eventu-
ally loaded them onto ships for transport to
unknown destinations.

When heroes of Solamnia or its allies use drag-
on mounts, they ally with silver dragons.

PRE-EXISTING HEROES

The Dungeon Master should have little difficulty
arranging for heroes from existing campaigns to
find themselves in Palanthas for the start of this
adventure. Many heroes from a variety of back-
grounds could have found themselves drawn to
Palanthas during the early months of this scorch-
ing summer. After all, anyone with a taste for
adventure feels compelled to visit this city.

The Dark Knights have left a very small garrison
in the city, which could include any heroes who
are members of Ariakan’s army. These Knights
have lost contact with the main body of their
force, which has already been annihilated at the
High Clerist’s Tower, though heroes among the
Dark Knights do not have this information. The
Knights have been left to continue a task ordered
by Ariakan: Arrest and deport the families of the
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